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INTRODUCTION

Between July 5 and August 4, 1S67 
and geochemical survejs along witty ge6 
Canex Aerial Exploration Ltd. over the

The claims covered by the surveys-are-ma 

TB 123517, TB 123519, TB 119907^fB 

All claims are in Crooks ~ " "

The surveys were carried\;out along 
lines at 400-foot intervals in a.north-south , - a 
of the geophysical and geochemical surveys consisted^ 
100-foot intervals, and in some instancesr ^-^^-^-^- 
decreased to 50-feet. A total of 233 n 
geochemical stations were established. ^. ^.
CT - ~ ' -r-.: : :.-^^*' /-.-— -.i.,. . '; v ; ..f:™r-l,E." •sSsf^^Esa^s**:-:*?*?^
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The data were obtained using a Sharp* 
a Geonics VLF E.M.16 unit, while the soil sample*
* * - ' :- ^^Jsf-t ̂ i-;-"-L- ---±-' " -.-i^^-1 -, " i3

horizon. .

The E.M.16 is siapiy a sensitive 
stations operating f or commmications with 
having vertical antennas. The antenna cu T 
a concentric horizontal magnetic field around 
field* meet conductive bodies in the ground, " 
fields radiating from the bodies. This "*l|ff 
components of these fields. "

-* A number of V.L.F. stations are 
other parts of the world. For this survey, 

used. ^

LOCATION

v*yEflgp .-i.

l The property is 35 ndles southwest 
1 on Highway 61 in Crooks Township. t^pHl" " 
f through the claims and the Great Ukes 

west. Nine claims (4 of which are pate
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Mesa type hills rising to heights 
floors are the aain topograpUoal ffatnre od. 
have been formed on the margins of the hills 
of them are now covered by vegetation, 
birch, evergreen and alders.

The geology of the area is found on 
Ukehead Sheet and Canada Department off 
Pigeon River area. Archean basement rocks 
the Ounflint and Rove formations, that are -. 
sills of diabase, porphyritic diabase, gabbro
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Linecutting, trenching, a 
and a total of 4203 feet of diamond 
Oabbro MRS encountered in 5 hole* ^ 
and tile hole* stopped in the gabbro, 
to a depth of 729 feet where it Mi 
 how chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite
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Geological mapping has , 
and sediments on top of the hiU or ^.... 
diabase-gabbro along the Pine River. The 
hill is covered by overburden.

Comparing the magnetics with the 
magnetic features are probably due to the 
the property.

The B.M. survey ^ 
16-E and 20-1 at 1+SOtf oomld 
Conductor crossing Lines *HI . 
possibly due to the presence of
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samples were . 
and sent to the laboratory of Oanex Aerial 
for analytii. Sanples were taken in 

and taking a selective
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At the laboratory, the soil samples were dried at 140*?. and 
lumps of soil were broken without crushing any rook fragments. The minus 
80 mesh portion, obtained by sieving through a nylon mesh, was used for 
the analysis.

Sample decomposition was by a pyrosulfate fusion followed by an 
BC i leach. Aliquot s of the resulting solution, wafv^used .fer both copper 
and niokel analysis. Copper was detemined lelirimetrically-using 2, 2* 
biquinoline. Niokel was determined oolorimetr&oally using furil dioodme.

The cost of this type of analysis is .50* for sample preparation, 
for copper and .50^ for niokel. ^ s

of 1-inch to 200-feet. 
occur near the Base line 
anomalous conditions are 

which occur in the diabase and

Results are shown on 
Slightly anomalous values in 
trending in a northeasterly 
probably due to disseminated 
gabbro.

SlMtARg AND CQilCmSIOMS

Geochemistry and geophysical surreys were carried oat over part 
of the property owned by Mr. J. Strickland.

The sice and magnitude of the geochemical and geophysical 
anomalies do not warrant further work by Canex at this time.

On a speculative aspect, I.P. might be used in the drill holes 
to detect mineralized zones in the gabbro wall below surface and out of 
range of most surface instruments. However, a ground I. P. surrey could 
well be of more value for locating disseminated type bodies soon as would 
be expected in the area.

the area.
Diamond drilling could then be used to further investigate
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CANEX AERIAL EXPLORATION LTD.

GEOLOGY
STRICKLAND PROPERTY . CROOKS TWP. 

DRAWN BY: C.H. AUG., 1967

SCALE: f-200'
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GROUND MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

COVERING PART OF

STRICKLAND PROPERTY

PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION

CROOKS TWP.

SCALE : r'^200'

Contour Interval : 200 gammas

DRAWN BY: 

F.H.F.

DATE: 

AUG..1967

N.T.S. 
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VLF GROUND EMI6 SURVEY

COVERING PART OF

STRICKLAND PROPERTY

PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION

CROOKS TWP.

SCALE : l" ^200'

STN.- NAA FACING NORTH
DRAWN BY: 

F.H.F

DATE:
AUG..I967

N.T.S. 
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GEOCHEMICAL SOIL SURVEY

COVERING PART OF

STRICKLAND PROPERTY

PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION

CROOKS TWP. 

SCALE : l"

DRAWN BY: 

F.H.F.

DATE:
AUG.,1967

NT.S. 
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GEOCHEMICAL SOIL SURVEY

COVERING PART OF C

STRICKLAND PROPERTY

PORT ARTHUR MINING DIVISION

CROOKS TWP. 

SCALE : l"-200
PINE RIVER

DATE". 

AUG.,1967
DRAWN BY 

F H F.
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